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Newpark Third Party Code of Conduct 

 

I. INTRODUCTION/ LETTER FROM MANAGEMENT 

Newpark Resources, Inc., and its affiliates and its subsidiaries (collectively “Newpark” or the 
“Company”) are dedicated to its Core Values: Safety, Integrity, Respect, Excellence, and 
Accountability. This commitment allows Newpark to provide customers with the best products and 
services while building and maintaining relationships based on trust and fair dealing.  

As a Third Party, your commitment to and adherence with Newpark’s Core Values adds to our 
continued success. Because Newpark seeks relationships with reputable businesses committed to the 
highest ethical standards, as well as with business that privilege local communities in a representative 
way, Newpark’s Third Party Code of Conduct (“Code”) is designed to help those in our supply chain 
understand the Newpark way of doing business. Overall, Newpark expects you to engage in business 
dealings in a manner consistent with the provisions of this Code. You should strive to go above and 
beyond the sentiments expressed here.  

While this Code serves as the foundation of Newpark’s mutual relationship with you, nothing in this 
Code is intended to modify or limit the terms and conditions of any existing contract with you or grant 
you additional rights. What this Code does at its core is set guiding principles to inform your day-to-
day business dealings.  

For convenience, this Code is available in multiple languages and is readily available on the Company’s 
website for download. An authorized business representative must review the Code, acknowledge its 
acceptance, and return an executed copy to the Company. 

 

II. SCOPE 

This Code applies to suppliers, consultants, vendors, contractors, subcontractors, contingent workers, 
regular and exclusive distributors and other personnel who directly or indirectly provide goods or 
professional services but are not employees of Newpark (collectively, “Third Party or Third Parties”). 
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III. PURPOSE 

The purpose of this Code is to communicate Newpark’s expectations regarding Third Party business 
practices. While it provides guidance by attempting to capture many of the situations encountered in 
daily business dealings, it is not exhaustive. Nevertheless, even when the Code does not address a 
specific situation, Third Parties are expected to follow both the spirit and the letter of this Code to 
make prudent business decisions. Additionally, wherever local laws, regulations, or business dealings 
require standards stricter than those in this Code, Newpark expects compliance with those stricter 
standards. 

 

IV. EXPECTATIONS 

Compliance with the provisions of this Code is the basis of Newpark’s relationship with its Third 
Parties. While Newpark recognizes that Third Parties do business in a variety of different legal, 
geographical, and cultural environments, the minimum standards set forth in these sections are 
required for securing and continuing to do business with the Company. These requirements are in 
addition to, and not in lieu of, the provisions set forth in contracts between the Third Parties and 
Newpark.  In particular, Newpark expects Third Parties to adhere to the following minimum 
compliance standards: 

1. MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS:   While Newpark recognizes the independence of each Third Party, the 
Company expects Third Parties to implement management systems that promote and ensure 
compliance with this Code.  This includes the following:  

a) Legal:   Third Parties are expected to comply with the laws of their respective countries 
and with all other applicable laws, rules, and regulations dealing with international trade, 
including regard to U.S. law in connection with Newpark business. Third Parties are 
expected to apply risk-based controls to ensure compliance with all such laws, rules and 
regulations. 

b) Employees:   Third Parties are to ensure all relevant staff understand the provisions of this 
Code and possess an appropriate level of knowledge of the standards, regulations, and 
laws applicable to the Third Party’s agreement with Newpark.  

c) Third Parties:   Third Parties are expected to distribute this Code to relevant members of 
their supply chain. To the extent that Third Parties provide compliance training to other 
third parties, Newpark expects the principles set forth in this Code are sufficiently 
communicated to those other third parties.  

d) Documentation:  Third Parties are expected to create, maintain, and retain accurate 
business records in relation to Newpark business in compliance with applicable standards. 
Third Parties should take all necessary precautions to maintain up-to-date records 
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including financial records, e-mails, business agreements, and all other materials 
maintained in the ordinary course of business.  These records, or even those of third 
parties engaged by Newpark Third Parties, may be reviewed by Newpark in accordance 
with the terms of existing mutual agreements.  

e) Risk:   Newpark expects that Third Parties employ reasonable due diligence in all business 
dealings including partnerships, joint ventures, or hiring of third parties by implementing 
and updating as appropriate mechanisms to identify and manage risk in the areas 
identified in this Code. In the least, Third Parties’ policies and procedures when selecting 
and monitoring third party contractors should comply with industry standards and all 
applicable legal requirements.  

f) Information:  Third Parties must not disclose any sensitive or personally identifiable 
information and must implement adequate data privacy measures to prevent 
unauthorized access, destruction, use, disclosure or modification of data. Third Parties 
must also protect confidential or proprietary information from unlawful disclosure, theft, 
infringement.  

2. EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES AND WORKPLACE STANDARDS:   Third Parties must follow all general 
workplace standards, including health and safety, environmental, and labor standards and 
implement policies in compliance with the following:  

a) Nondiscrimination:   Newpark is a global company and wherever we operate, we comply 
with all applicable laws. As an equal opportunity employer, Newpark adheres to all 
applicable local and national employment laws and regulations. Discrimination on any 
basis, including race, religion, gender, disability, and nationality, veteran status, political 
opinion or any other protected class is prohibited at Newpark. Newpark expects Third 
Parties to adopt the same practices and to ensure that hiring, pay, promotions, 
termination, and other terms of hire be basely solely on the ability to perform the job, 
not on personal or physical characteristics.   

b) No Harassment:   Workers have a right to a workplace free of harassment. Newpark works 
diligently to foster an environment where everyone feels safe and is treated with the 
utmost dignity and respect. Newpark expects Third Parties to advance the same principles 
by prohibiting all forms of harassment including, but not limited to, unwelcome sexual 
advances or physical assaults, derogatory verbal sexual comments or graphic postings, 
intentional physical misconduct, or threats, demands or suggestions that an employee’s 
work status is conditioned upon tolerance of sexual advances, acts or favors.  

c) Child and Forced Labor:   Newpark strictly prohibits child or slave labor in its supply chain. 
Third Parties must take measures to comply with this standard by ensuring that hiring 
strictly complies with the International Labor Organization rules and any other applicable 
law.  
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d) Terms of Employment:   Compensation and working hours should comply with applicable 
local, national, and international regulations. Benefits should be fair so workers can meet 
a basic standard of living. Additionally, Third Parties should have in place a system to 
properly record and verify payroll information. 

e) Conflict Minerals:   Third Parties are expected to supply the Company with minerals form 
conflict free regions.   Third Parties are to put measures in place confirming that supplied 
minerals are conflict free. Newpark may from time to time require Third Parties certify 
that minerals are conflict free.  

3. BUSINESS DEALINGS & ETHICS:   Newpark expects Third Parties to compete fairly and honestly as 
they endeavor to supply Newpark with safe products and services. Newpark expects strict 
compliance with all applicable laws and regulations and the highest ethical behavior. This includes 
the following: 

a) Anti-Corruption:  Third Parties must comply with all applicable local, national, and 
international anti-corruption laws, directives, and regulations while doing businesses on 
the Company’s behalf, including the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act. Third Parties 
conducting business with Newpark must refrain from directly or indirectly offering or 
receiving anything of value in order to obtain an unlawful business advantage. This 
includes, but is not limited to bribes, kickbacks, or any other unlawful payments to or from 
any person or organization, including government agencies or officials, political parties, 
candidates for public office, private companies or employees of those private companies. 
Even in places where such exchanges are not unlawful according to local law or custom, 
Third Parties are to adhere to stricter regional or international standards, including U.S. 
law as it applies to Newpark business.  

i. Trade Embargos and Restrictions:    Third Parties must take care to comply with 
all applicable local, national and international laws, rules and regulations 
regarding international trade in the conduct of business involving Newpark and 
Newpark products and services, including embargoes and other trade restrictions 
administered by the U.S. Department of Treasury, Office of Foreign Assets Control 
as well as all customs, import and export rules and regulations in any relevant 
jurisdiction. 

ii. Competition and Antitrust: When meeting with Newpark’s competitors, 
customers or Third Parties, Third Parties must not disclose past, current, or future 
pricing information or formula, warranties, discounts, sales or marketing 
information, procurement plans or any similar information about its business 
dealings with Newpark.  

Additionally, while conducting Newpark’s business dealings, Third Parties must 
not agree to customer, supplier, or territory allocations, to predetermined 
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bidding terms nor take part in extortion, fraud, money laundering, terrorist or 
criminal activities, or any similar unlawful acts.  

iii. Gifts and Entertainment:   A gift is any item of monetary value presented to a 
Newpark employee by a non-Newpark employee. Newpark prohibits its 
employees from requesting or accepting gifts from third parties that do not 
comply with Company policy. The same is true for entertainment. Offers of 
entertainment to Newpark employees must comply with Company rules. 
Consequently, Third Parties must not offer Newpark employee’s gifts or 
entertainment that violate Company policy or are illegal, excessive, or otherwise 
inappropriate. 

When conducting business as authorized Newpark representatives, Third Parties 
must first seek and secure Newpark’s approval for gift and entertainment 
exchanges of any kind, including the potential customers or other third parties. 
Before seeking approval, ensure the proposed exchange is lawful, consistent with 
reasonable marketplace customs and practices, and present no risk of 
reputational harm to Newpark. Third Parties must not give or accept gift and 
entertainment exchanges that are improper or illegal. 

b) Conflict of Interest:   Conflicts of interest occur anytime competing personal and business 
interests are inconsistent with contractual obligations. With Third Parties, this is likely to 
arise out of personal or outside business relationships with Newpark employees. 
Consequently, Newpark prohibits Third Parties from engaging in personal business 
relationships with its employees. Such situations include, but are not limited to, accepting 
or exchanging gifts and entertainment that violates Company policy, disclosing business 
opportunities to Newpark employees for the employee’s personal benefit, a Newpark 
employee having significant financial interest in Third Parties’ business or that of a 
customer or third party supplier, or facilitating an employee’s attempt to compete with 
Newpark. 

Newpark requires that Third Parties disclose all actual conflicts of interests and promptly 
notify Newpark of any potential or apparent conflicts involving employees, or any other 
party, with regards to Newark’s business dealings. Failure to provide timely notice is a 
violation of this Code.  

c) Compliance Monitoring:   Newpark expects Third Parties and any of its representatives or 
agents to accommodate and co-operate with Newpark’s Third Party Audits. Upon 
request, representatives or agents must give access to facilities and all relevant records 
linked to the products and services provided to Newpark (“Third _Party Records”). Third 
Party Records includes e-mails, billing information, electronic data files, business 
agreements, accounting and financial data, and all other records maintained in the 
ordinary course of business.  
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Any attempt to conceal or misrepresent Third Party Records is a violation of this Code. 
Additionally, if permission to accommodate an audit, review or investigation is denied, 
consequences up to or including termination of our agreement may occur.  

4. NON-COMPLIANCE, RENEWALS, and TERMINATIONS 

As a general matter, decisions regarding renewals or increases in business with a Third Party are 
based on compliance with this Code. Newpark reserves the right to terminate its business 
relationship with a Third Party, including suspending future orders or even current production, 
for non-compliance.  

Under this Code, Newpark also reserves the right to hold Third Parties responsible for costs 
associated with non-compliance including, but not limited to, the costs associated of 
investigations. 

To minimize the risk of liability to Newpark and/or a premature end to our business relationship 
due to non-compliance, Third Parties must give prompt notice of known or reasonably anticipated 
breaches of this Code to the Company. Additionally, any perceived or known non-compliance 
must be cured by the Third Parties or other third party within a sufficiently reasonable amount of 
time. 

 

V. REPORTING  

Newpark expects and encourages reports of violations or suspected violations of this Code. All reports 
are taken seriously and treated with the utmost discretion. Make direct and anonymous reports 
Newpark’s Ethics and Compliance Hotline at http://npethicshotline.com/ or +1 (800) 461-9330 (Toll-
free in the U.S.). 
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND CERTIFICATION   

I, the undersigned, as the authorized representative of the company identified below (the “Company"), 
acknowledge the receipt of Newpark’s Vendor Code of Conduct (the “Code”). 

By signing this acknowledgement, I hereby certify that I have read, understood, and agree to comply 
with the Code and will conduct my Company’s business in conformity with the standards set forth 
therein. I also certify that I will share its contents with employees and subcontractors who provide 
goods and/or services to Newpark Resources, Inc., and its subsidiaries and its affiliates (“Newpark”).  

Further, I understand that the goal of the Code is to provide guidance on how to conduct business in an 
ethical manner. I acknowledge that a failure to comply with this Code may ultimately result in the 
termination of my Company’s business relationship with Newpark.  

 

______________________________________________ 
Company Name 
 

______________________________________________ 
Name of Authorized Company Representative 
 

______________________________________________ 
Title of Authorized Company Representative 
 

______________________________________________ 
Signature  
 

___________________ 
Date  
 

 


